How to use HSPiP-QSAR
Quantitative Structure Activity Relationships, QSARs, are a way of finding which parameters, in what combination, give a good fit to a set of data. The quality of the fit, the parameters involved and their relative sizes can provide important insights into the factors behind the data.

Equally, the QSAR can be used to predict the properties of molecules for which there are no experimental data.

Creating a QSAR
All it needs is some molecules, some data (the simple format is described below), some relevant parameters and a means to fit the parameters. The fitting is relatively straightforward if linear fitting regimes are used, as in HSPiP-QSAR.
 
Non-linear fitting directly involves more complex dependencies such as logs and exponentials. It is obviously more powerful but tends to send QSARs into a realm of over-complexity. As we shall see, things are already complex enough even when using just linear QSARs.

The parameter challenges
There are two challenges with respect to parameters:
1 Finding a consistent set of parameters that might be relevant
2 Choosing which parameters should be included in the fit.

The HSPiP Parameters
In HSPiP-QSAR the parameters challenge is solved through used of the Y-MB (Yamamoto Molecular Breaking) estimation scheme developed for HSPiP by Dr Hiroshi Yamamoto building on the Joback technique of functional group contributions, though using his own automatic functional group creating scheme directly from SMILES strings. The Y-MB technique has developed steadily over the various editions of HSPiP and the quality of its predictions, based on data mined from many resources such as DIPPPER or Yaws, is now rather high for “reasonable” molecules. The number of parameters generated is “only” 58. Other QSAR schemes can generate 1000’s of parameters. Aren’t you missing out with only 58? Our view is that 58 is actually too many – we create them because they are generally useful for other aspects of HSPiP. As mentioned above, the second parameter challenge is to choose parameters worth fitting. When you have 1000’s that task becomes unmanageable for our intended user-base, those who are experts in their own field but who aren’t full-time QSAR users. As we shall see, within HSPiP-QSAR the automatic parameter selection chooses from a smaller subset of 23, and even this is rather too large for reasons we will discuss below.

The key is that the fitting parameters should, in principle, capture something uniquely important about each molecule. Naturally we believe that the HSP are important. Similarly MVol (or MWt + Density), Ovality, BPt, Antoine Parameters, RI (refractive index), LogS (water solubility) and LogKOW (octanol/water partition) represent some fundamental parameters that will often be of importance in chemical datasets. But note that BPt and Antoine Parameters are not independent parameters: BPt can be calculated from Antoine Parameters. Similarly, RI is strongly related to the δD parameter within HSP. The more parameters you have the less likely they are to be independent of each other and the less insights/value you will get from a QSAR.

Of course it’s theoretically possible that some key property really depends on one or more of 324 “edge adjacency indices” or one or more of 213 “2D autocorrelations” and those who are true QSAR experts might benefit from such a vast choice. But for most of us such remote parameters provide little chance of giving us key insights into why our molecules behave the way they do, and giving us better ideas of molecules that might perform even better in our intended application.

The raw data files
To get all the parameters you simply load a data file (simple tab separated or comma separated file created from a text editor or Excel) containing name, SMILES and data as the three columns. You can have an optional header line saying, e.g. Name, SMILES, MyData where “MyData” is a name for the Data column header (e.g. “Solubility”). 

If there is a 4th column then these data are automatically placed into the User T(emperature) column. This is important for when you have, say, a selection of solubilities at different temperatures. If the 4th column is not a temperature then you want the data to go into the User 1 column. In that case, check the 4th=User 1 box.

You can also select some data in e.g. Excel (with Name, SMILES, Data), do Copy to get the data onto the Clipboard then click the P(aste) button to create a fresh data table in the QSAR form.

When the data are loaded the top graph simply shows the values in numerical order. This is not much help. But by clicking on any column header (other than the first 3) you get a plot of the data versus that parameter. This is an excellent way to scout for parameters with a strong correlation and when you have no idea what parameters are important it should be routine to try this technique. If the Log10 option is chosen and if there are no values <=0 then the data are plotted as Log10.
 
Clicking the Data button generates values for the whole set. Any missing or wrong SMILES generate an obviously empty line which can be either fixed with the correct SMILES or deleted for the fitting operation. You can choose to look at all the parameters, the core set or (once you’ve made a selection) your selected parameters. Feel free to use any option that makes it easier for you to see what is going on.

You don’t have SMILES for your molecules? Your favourite chemical drawing program will certainly provide them as outputs (often on the Clipboard), freeware such as OpenBabel can convert from other formats (such as Molfile) into SMILES and on-line resources such as ChemSpider make it very easy to search for a molecule and get its SMILES code copied onto the Clipboard to paste into your Excel or text file. And for those who have the full version of HSPiP, there are ~10k SMILES strings that can be found via a quick search via name, formula or CAS number.

The .hsq Data Files
Once you’ve created a QSAR you can save all the data, including whatever parameters you decided to use in the fit. This means that when you re-load you can click the QSAR button to get the same fit as before or change options (such as cross-terms) to get a new fit. If you performed a cross-terms fit with N terms, when you load the .hsq file later it selects the cross-term option and puts the number of terms into the box. This means that you can get exactly the same fit by clicking the QSAR button. To avoid accidental incorporation of cross-terms if you re-load a .hsq, the Manual option is automatically selected.

Log(Data)
Sometimes your data is in absolute format and you try to get a fit only to find that it is not very good. In that case it is worth trying the Log10 of the data (assuming it has no 0 or negative values which cannot be converted into Log format). Rather than going back to the original dataset and taking the log, by selecting the Log10 option the fit is made to the Log of the value (leaving the original data table unchanged).

Excel
As many of us use Excel for data the raw data can be as an Excel .csv file. Excel can open a .hsq file (if you choose “All files” so it will show them) because it will work out (perhaps with your help) that it is a standard Tab Separated File format. But if you want to go directly from the QSAR to Excel, click the Clipboard Table icon and then paste into Excel.

The Parameter Choice Challenge
We always recommend that users start with a manual choice of parameters to get an idea of what factors might be influencing the behaviour they observe. A typical set would be HSP, MVol, Ovality (shape is amazingly important in so many behaviours!) and either the Antoines or something like logS or logKOW. Just select them by typing a 1 into the top row or deselect with a 0. Double-clicking toggles between the two states. Then, making sure the Manual option is selected, click the QSAR button.

You immediately get a graph showing your fit, a value in the R² box which shows the quality of the fit (1 is perfect, 0.1 is near worthless) and the best fit equation where you see the fitting coefficients. Moving your mouse over the datapoints gives you a readout of the name, experimental value and calculated value. Other statistics are also provided – Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Mean Average Error (MAE) and Relative Error (RE measured in %). These extra statistics are provided for those who like to see them. There is no agreement about which of these metrics is optimal and in any case, the QSAR fits to the best R².

If the fit is great and some of the fitting coefficients are small, try the fit without them. If R² is not much reduced then the fit is likely to be more meaningful – especially if the noise in your own data is significant so that a perfect R² is not possible. Get into the habit of playing around casually. The calculations are effectively instantaneous and bad fits can be as informative as good fits. If you are convinced that logKOW should be important but it adds no value to the fit then you have learned something useful about your system.

QSARs are basically stupid. They are not magic, they are just numbers. You are smarter than a QSAR algorithm. So use QSARs as an aid to thinking through issues and as a guide for predicting outcomes. As we will see, that guide might easily prove to be unreliable if you ask it to take you into places the QSAR has never seen before.

As mentioned earlier, another way to look for strong parameter correlations is to click on column headers to see if the parameter of your choice shows a decent visual correlation with the data. No objective measure such as R² is provided – this is just taking advantage of the human’s superb pattern matching capabilities.

Now you’ve used your skills and intuitions, it’s good to see if HSPiP-QSAR can do better. So choose a small number of parameters (say 3), select the Fit to N Parameters option and click QSAR. This automatically checks all possible combinations of the core subset of parameters and presents you with the best. If you wish, you can select the entire HSP set (without δH because δHdon and δHacc are more powerful) as one value and the three Antoine parameters as a single value via the check boxes. This would be sensible if you felt, for example, that a single Antoine parameter within a fit makes no sense. Now try the same thing with a few more parameters. Of course more parameters tend to give a better fit, but this might be just arithmetic and nothing to do with the real science. More parameters also give you less scientific insights. So aim for a good fit with a small number of parameters. 

To avoid the automatic fit using a parameter you know to be unsuitable, put an X into the top of that column – anything with an X (or x, case doesn’t matter) will be excluded from the automatic fitting.

Again, the aim is not for the black box to give you the truth. The aim is for you to gain insights into what’s behind your data. Sometimes that automatic method gives us unexpected parameters that suddenly make sense. Sometimes it just gives scientifically meaningless correlations that happen to be mathematically superior. Hence the need for the X option to exclude those that seem to make no sense to you. You can always un-X them if you change your mind. See the next paragraph for a slight inconvenience in terms of adding X – you will need to re-select Fit to N.

If you have been using Fit to N then wish to go to Manual mode you simply click on the top row to enter your own parameters and Manual mode is automatically selected. This is very useful in practice as it avoids entering lots of manual parameters, clicking QSAR with Fit to N still selected, therefore deleting all your manual parameters. This is a slight inconvenience when X’s are added.

One more word of advice. The parameters provided are all Y-MB estimates and they allow you to quickly explore a lot of hypotheses. If you find an important QSAR via Y-MB values you might like to invest in the time required to find the experimental values of your chosen parameters to confirm (or perhaps refute) the correlation.

Cross terms
We know that sometimes parameters can interact to affect an outcome. You can test this possibility if you start with either a manual or automatic fit then choose a number of cross terms (start small with 1 or 2), select the Cross Terms option and click QSAR. Sometimes the cross terms are with the same parameter – this implies a strong (rather than linear) dependence of that parameter. Again it is up to you to work out whether these cross terms are meaningful. Mathematically they will increase the quality of the fit, but that’s not the same as increasing the quality of the scientific insights.

Significant Figures
Via the Sig. Figs. input you can choose the number of significant figures shown in the output.

Making Predictions
Sometimes the fit is all you need, because it then gives you the scientific insights required for your development needs. Many times, though, you need to predict the outcomes of other molecules or, at least, test different molecules to see which might have properties in the desired range.

Once you have a fit, simply load another dataset (again a tab or comma separated text file) of name and SMILES into the Calculated chemicals section and click the Calc button. The Data column now contains the predicted values. The Clipboard Table icon allows you to copy/paste into something like Excel for further analysis.

The temptation is to end the explanation at that point. But users have to be clear that QSARs can give stupid predictions. Suppose, for example, that a QSAR was created based on a set of data from alcohols and then predictions were required for a set of alkanes. The results are likely to be a disaster. Is that because HSPiP-QSAR has failed? No! A QSAR simply creates the best fit to the data it is given. If those data are from one part of chemical space (e.g. the alcohols) and there are no data from another space (e.g. the alkanes) it is impossible for the QSAR to include terms that (in retrospect) are important for alkane space. It’s not so much Garbage In, Garbage Out. The alcohol dataset is not “garbage”. It’s “Limited In, Limited Out” – if your input dataset is limited then so is the output dataset.

So the first rule of QSARs is for the input dataset to cover as much as possible of the desired chemical space for the final use. So having data from 10 alcohols is far less valuable than having the same number of datapoints with data from 2 alcohols, 2 ketones, 2 acids, 2 esters and 2 ethers (to use simple oxygen functionalities for clarity).

The second rule of QSARs is to split your known data (randomly) into two sets – the training set and the test set. This is trivial to do for HSPiP-QSAR – you just use, say, Excel to sort your data in a variety of ways then take out random subsets (e.g 50:50 or 75:25) which you save as Set1Train.txt, Set1Test.txt, Set2Train.txt, Set2Test.txt and so forth. Load each training set, get a QSAR then use it to predict values for each test set. Use the Clipboard button to bring the predicted values back into your original Excel to compare (e.g. by plotting real versus predicted). Make sure you copy/paste the formula from each fit (clicking the F clipboard button) so you have a record of the various QSARs.

Doing this takes very little time and you quickly build up an intuition about which (if any) of the QSARs is optimal. Perhaps at the end you will combine all the data into one training set and use the QSAR from that large set for predictions of unknowns. There is no perfect way. If you have a very large dataset of values (and most of us don’t!) then a few 50:50 or 75:25 training/testing splits will very rapidly lead you to a stable QSAR. And it is more likely that they cover a large part of chemical space so their predictions will be valid over a wide range of unknowns. With smaller datasets it is much harder to know if you have a good QSAR. The wise scientist recognises this and treats predictions with some caution, especially for molecules with functionalities far outside the training set.

An excellent way to challenge your fit is to deliberately exclude one of your input chemicals. In the HPC example discussed below the first datapoint, acetic acid, stands out badly in some of the automatic fits. The question naturally arises, what happens if you exclude acetic acid? You can delete the whole row (click the “selector” at the left-hand edge, just as in Excel, the press the delete key) or you can just put something non-numeric such as a “-” sign or an “x” in the data value. Re-running the QSAR either gives you the same basic result, using the same parameters with a better R² (so acetic acid was a genuine rogue point) or gives a very different set of parameters with a fit that may be better or worse. This latter case suggests that the QSARs are rather arbitrary – they just happen to be good arithmetical fits with no chemical insight.

ΔR²
When you do a non-manual fit the program, of course, selects the best fit. If that best fit is much better than the next-best fit then you know that you can attach some significance to the chosen parameters. Unfortunately, it is often the case that the difference between best and second-best is in the 4th or 5th decimal place, i.e. there is no special significance to the parameters that appear. This difference is shown as ΔR². Get into the habit of glancing at this value. If it’s small then that is a warning to not get too attached to whichever parameters were chosen as best. Use the “x” trick above to see how the chosen parameters, and ΔR² change to form a judgement about which parameters are truly significant and which are numerical padding. After a Fit to N Parameters swap to Manual mode and systematically turn on and off each of the parameters in turn. This will allow you to identify their relative significance.

HSP Distance
The simplest correlation between solubility and chemical properties is via the HSP Distance from the target molecule. If you have some idea of this target then you can enter its δD, δP and δH values and select the Distance column via a “1” value. The Distance column is automatically calculated and then treated as yet another parameter and is, of course, included in the Calculated values. If Distance is not set to 1 then the calculations are not done (after all they are only relevant to the specific HSP target set) and not included in the tables. A specific example is discussed below.

Temperature effects
If HSP are part of your fit and if the experiments were done at a temperature other than 25°C then it is wise to use the HSP values at your given temperature. It then becomes tempting to change the MVol, the Density and perhaps some other values. But things start to become circular. HSP change largely because the density changes (HSP are related to Cohesive Energy Density) so if you change HSP and Density you are probably causing more problems than you are solving.

If your chemicals are mostly solids then the temperature HSP effects are much less certain. It is wise, then, to select the Contains Solids option to ensure that no HSP temperature corrections take place.

User Parameters
There might be experimental values such as T, pH, pressure … that you want to be included in the QSAR. Simply enter these into the table, reserving the Temperatures fr the User T column which automatically then changes the HSP values (as discussed above) in each row according to the value in that column.

Clearing all the columns
If you want to start afresh, just click the X clear button and all 1s will be set to 0s.

Saving, Loading, Copying
Remember to save any interesting QSAR – all the data are stored along with the selection state of the columns. Even if it’s not the best QSAR it can often be insightful to compare some intermediate QSAR to the one you think is the final one. You can load any QSAR at any time.

The only exception is that cross terms need to be recalculated each time the QSAR file is loaded.

The same happens with fitted data – you can save the fitted values based on the current QSAR then open an alternative QSAR, re-calculate the fitted values, save those etc. The idea is to encourage you to explore fitting space – not to regard any specific QSAR as the last word on a topic.

The data in either table can be put onto the Clipboard by clicking the relevant Clipboard button and pastes very nicely into, for example, Excel for further data analysis.

The camera button takes an image of the whole setup for inclusion in reports etc.

Normalisation and the Meaning of a QSAR
An obvious question is: “Which parameters in the QSAR are most important?” The answer isn’t simple, but the software makes it as easy as possible to explore. One way is to double-click on the “1” that selects a parameter so it is switched to 0, then the QSAR is re-run and the quality of the fit observed. That parameter can be double-clicked back to 1 and the next parameter can be checked. Another way is to look at the weights of each parameter. But because parameters span a wide range of values, the absolute weights are meaningless. Clicking the Normalise button finds the min and max in each column and then scales the values from 0.1 to 0.9 across that range. So now the relative weights of the parameters make sense and the software lists them in descending (absolute) value. It makes intuitive sense that the parameters with the least weight are the least important. And in many of the QSARs this is the case. If you double-click a low-weight parameter the effect on the fit is generally less than double-clicking a high-weight parameter. Why 0.1 to 0.9 and not 0 to 1? Because when you come to predict values, if something is smaller than the smallest value it becomes negative and this can have undesirable consequences for cross terms or for logarithms.

The sign of the parameter is also of interest. A +ve sign means a +ve correlation and vice versa.

Although other methods exist for judging the relative importance of parameters (e.g. determining the relative errors in a 1-of-x removal scheme) our experience suggests that the added complexity is not worthwhile. Why? Our experience is that in terms of the R² quality of fit, removing any parameter can have non-intuitive effects. Sometimes R² goes up owing to its definition on the basis of the number of parameters used to create it. Sometimes the remaining parameters seem to re-adjust themselves and do a reasonable job even in the absence of the previous most important parameter. And when you start to use cross-terms you sometimes find that an “unimportant” parameter suddenly figures in the most important cross-term.

This brings us to the question of what a QSAR means. No one really knows. Let’s take the HSP terms that work so well in the examples that follow. What does it mean if there is a strong correlation with 1.4δD + 3.2δP + 0.05δH? According to solubility theory there should be an optimum δD, δP and δH so that they should be neither too big nor too small. But the QSAR implies that bigger is always better. This is the first big problem with all QSARs – especially those that assemble a range of rather weird parameters and declare that they are the most significant. The second big problem is that because we have no (or little) physical understanding of what the QSAR means we have no way to know in advance whether the predictions it makes are of any value. Suppose you have fit a range of alcohols and ketones to a QSAR. Will the prediction of the properties of some esters be of any value? With a theory like HSP we can say in advance that the predictions will, broadly, be valid. With a QSAR we have no independent way of knowing.

When we started to write the QSAR part of HSPiP, Hiroshi was fully convinced of their value and he uses them in his real job and also in his university courses. Steven has generally been hostile to QSARs for the reasons described above. Now we have the QSAR functionality, Steven is truly impressed by what it can achieve, and the many examples that allow interesting predictions speak for themselves. But users should always remain sceptical. QSARs are only as good as the people who create them. If you expect their predictions to be accurate no matter how few data points are used and no matter how far outside the original dataset the predicted molecule lies, then you can expect many disappointments. If you use them as a tool for exploring which factors have a strong impact on a data series and use that knowledge along with other evidence to help navigate through a complex optimisation, then you (as Steven learned) have access to a lot of impressive power.

Examples
Examples
To get you started we have included a set of examples; sometimes these are just the raw data, others have both the raw data and our preferred QSAR. You may well disagree with our fits because you might consider other parameters to be more important. For example, you might prefer to fit to Refractive Index and Density while we might prefer to fit to δD and MVol. Because there is a strong correlation between RI and δD and between Density and MVol the fits are often looking at similar effects.
Many of the examples come, with kind permission, from Dr Yamamoto’s famous Chemical Engineering course at Yokohama National University. They are intended to stimulate debate with the Masters students about which parameters should or should not be important for various applications.

HPC
As this is the first example, it is spelt out in some detail. The later examples are described more briefly.

The HPC files in the HSPiP Data QSAR folder use a dataset of chi parameters measured for HydroxyPropylCellulose in a range of solvents.

To get going immediately, load HPC.hsq which is the whole dataset with a potential QSAR based on δD, δP, δHDon, δHAcc, MVol and Ovality – a perfectly reasonable first guess. The top row selects the parameters, with a 1 in each of those parameters and 0 in all the others. If you just want to see the selected parameters, click the Selected Only option.

Making sure that the Manual Parameters option is selected, click on the QSAR button. You see a relatively poor fit (R²~0.4). Clearly the working hypothesis was not good in this case.

You have a choice. Try a few more parameters. Or stick with the ones you chose and see if they actually work via interactions. Select the Cross Terms option and choose 2 or 3 cross terms to be added. Now click the QSAR button. With 3 cross terms the fit is clearly much better. This is a mathematical certainty. The question is whether the fit is providing you with good scientific insights or (as discussed shortly) good predictions.
Finally, use the automated way to find which, say, 3 parameters (from the Core set, click the About button to find out which they are or click the Core option) give the best fit. Even with 3 parameters the fit gives an R² > 0.8, using δHAcc, Ovality and the Trouton constant. This is very interesting. The Trouton constant (enthalpy of vapourisation divided by BPt) is a constant for ideal solvents so the value is showing some deviations from ideality. How those deviations might affect the solvents’ interactions with HPC is a question that might open up interesting new insights or, as so often with QSARs, may be some numerical arterfact. One way to test this is to check the predictive value of the QSAR.

As it happens, there is a much quicker way to test the meaningfulness of the correlation with Trouton. Because it is obvious that the biggest deviation from a nice fit is acetic acid, temporarily exclude it from the fit by putting a “-” or “x” into its data column. Re-doing the automatic fit generates a very different set of parameters. Removing others one by one (restoring the previous chemical) will quickly convince you that these automatic fits are rather meaningless as the chosen parameters change a lot. This is bad news for those who simply want the QSAR to do all the hard work. But it’s good news for those who want a deeper understanding of their system. For almost no extra work (removing a few of the input chemicals) it becomes clear that the fits are meaningless. Better to discover it with so little effort rather than put in a lot of effort to try to understand why, say, Trouton was of deep significance.
Before doing that, we need to work out how to start this process. For simplicity we started with a pre-made QSAR.
Load HPC-Raw.txt. This is just 3 columns: Solvent, SMILES, Data. Again this could be comma-separated or tab-separated. Now click the Data button to estimate all the parameters. Next choose a few parameters that seem to you as being likely to be relevant, e.g. δD, δP, δH and MVol and put a 1 into their column header. You’re now ready to click QSAR. With your first QSAR you’ve joined a large community attempting to make sense of raw data. What happens next is up to you.

Predictions
Suppose we wanted to know how HPC will behave with a set of alcohols. Create a test file with your chosen alcohols: Name, SMILES. In the examples, this is the file Alcohols.csv (or the identical Alcohols.txt which is tab separated). Open the file into the lower table.

Now click the Calc button. The program first estimates all the properties then uses your QSAR to estimate the data values. Because you have two alcohols that are already in your input data (ethanol and propanol) you can start to compare predictions with experimental. But more importantly you can do a few tests on a few of those alcohols and see how good (or otherwise) the predictions are.

If the predictions are good then it’s time to dig deeper into the meaning of the QSAR. If the predictions are bad then it’s time to attempt alternative QSARs with different parameters.

The point is that HSPiP-QSAR makes this all very easy to do. If you hate Trouton appearing in the automatic fit, put an X in the Trouton column and try the automated fit again. You (not surprisingly) get a worse fit, but maybe the new fit gives better predictions or suggests other parameters that could be significant. The program never laughs at your ideas and doesn’t care if you inspired idea gives a worse fit. Any program can get a good fit. Only a scientist can take a program and get a fit that is both meaningful and predictive.

LogKOW example
A more familiar dataset than the HPC chi parameter is a set of LogKOW parameters. There are some question marks about the validity of some of the data so if you are genuinely interested in LogKOW prediction please curate your own version. If you load LogKOW.txt you first have to click the Data button to fill in all the values (this can take some 10s of seconds). If you then select the Fit to N parameters and choose just 1 parameter, not surprisingly the most “predictive” parameter is LogKOW. Adding a few more parameters gives a better fit, though whether Tc and LogS are meaningful in this context is something for you to decide.

The interesting question is “What makes a good predictor for LogKOW?” So if you want to try the automatic fit, put an X in the LogKOW column so it is never invoked and see what you can find. Not surprisingly, LogS then becomes a good predictor, but there’s probably some circularity in this, so put an X in that column too. When I tried that asking for 2 or more parameters, the predictors (e.g. δHacc and Vc) didn’t make much sense. But trying with just one parameter reveals that MVol does an astonishingly good job of prediction. It’s worth building on this insight and trying things manually.

It has often been pointed out that MVol is a significant predictor of LogKOW – bigger molecules tend to be less (relatively) soluble in water because (so it is said) they disrupt more of the water structure. What else might have an influence? Well, HSP would be a good place to look. Adding δD, δP and δH gives a significant improvement in fit. An alternative idea is that shape plays a role, and adding Ovality to MVol gives results that are not too bad. Combining HSP, Ovality and MVol gives a respectable fit – each part playing a distinctive scientific role. If you do an automatic fit (using Xs to omit LogKOW and LogS) to 5 parameters you get a similar fit: Y=2.88E-1+2.34E-1.δD - 1.06E-1.δP - 1.76E-1.δHAcc + 2.84E-2.MVol - 3.23E0.Ovality, where the δHAcc has been substituted for δH. So in this case the manual approach and the automatic approach reach essentially the same conclusion – which is most satisfying.

Oxygen Solubility
A paper, Takashi Sato et al, Solubility of Oxygen in Organic Solvents and Calculation of the Hansen Solubility Parameters of Oxygen, Ind. Eng. Chem. Res. 2014, 53, 19331−19337, finds a good correlation between HSP Distance of various solvents from oxygen and its (Log) solubility in those solvents. The raw data from the paper are provided and if a manual fit to Distance is made the fit is excellent, using their preferred HSP values for oxygen of 6.7, 0, 3.8 in the Target box. You can get an equally good fit by deselecting Distance and choosing, instead, δD, δP and δH.
It is instructive to try out the Fit to N Parameters. Some of the fits are truly excellent but almost certainly meaningless!

Solubility of C60
Because C60 is completely spherical it is hard for spherical solvents to interact strongly. So in addition to the HSP parameters you must include Ovality. When Ovality=1 the molecule is spherical and a maximally non-spherical solvent would have Ovality = 2. As is usual, larger molecules tend to be less good than smaller ones, so MVol also should be included for a good fit.

Solubility of Graphene Oxide (GO)
It is nice to see that the solubility of GO can be fitted with some accuracy to HSP. For the similar reasons as for C60 you need to include parameters such as MVol and Ovality to get an improved fit. 

It is also interesting to look at the Reduce Graphene Oxide data. This is exactly the same GO from the same research group but reduced to make it closer to graphene. If you use the same fitting parameters, do their relative sizes make sense to you compared to GO?

Absorption onto Activated Carbon
Here δD, MVol and Ovality are important for (by now) obvious reasons.
The specific data are to do with absorbing VOC (Volatile Organic Compounds) so you can use the QSAR to predict whether activated carbon would be useful for capturing any solvent in which you happen to be interested.

If you enter the SMILES for formaldehyde (C=O) into the table below and estimate its absorption onto activated carbon you will see why those suffering from “Sick House Syndrome” cannot be helped with activated carbon.

Ibuprofen solubility
Clearly HSP are important for dissolving ibuprofen as are MVol and Ovality. But in this example Temperature effects are included via an extra column (so the Data column has the solubility and T is provided in the User T column which is one of the last columns in the table) and the fit therefore allows you to predict the solubility in another solvent and at your desired temperature. This allows you to find the best solvent for crystallisation. You need a high solubility at high temperature and low solubility at low temperature.

Nitrocellulose
The data are the Mark-Houwink “alpha” parameters for nitrocellulose in a range of solvents. When Mark-Houwink = 0.5 the solvent is poor, when it is 1.0 it is a good solvent and the polymer is fully stretched, giving a higher viscosity.

Why are these data important? For those who wish to remove nail polish (based on nitrocellulose) it is very important. You want a large α for good removal. Acetone is OK at 0.78 but is not good for one’s health. Ethyl acetate is often used as it has an even better α of 0.9 but is also not so green or safe. So which green/safe solvents might be used? Once you have found a good QSAR you can put in the SMILES of all your favourite green solvents to estimate their α values as a first step towards finding a green nail polish remover.

Dr Yamamoto also has a data set of Mark-Houwink parameters for polyacrylonitrile (PAN) solubility from which you can find the best green solvent for making carbon fibre!

Microwave heating
We all know that water is heated very rapidly by microwaves. But what about other solvents? The dataset is of the temperature reached for a given volume of solvent in a microwave oven for 1min. The absolute values depend, of course, on the volume and the microwave oven but here we are interested in their relative values. Of course solvents without a dipole moment heat very little and because of the strong correlation between dipole moment and δP expect to find that it is an important parameter. But once again, Ovality also is important – more spherical molecules don’t create much heat when they are excited by microwaves.

If you put the SMILES of lactic acid into the test grid below and calculate the temperature rise you will find that it is very large. This is very useful to know if you want to make PLA (polylactic acid). Microwaves are an efficient way of starting the polymerisation which generates water which is also rapidly heated by the microwaves and will evaporate quickly, helping the equilibrium to move to the polymerised form.

Relative Evaporation Rate (RER)
HSPiP’s Y-MB includes a powerful RER predictor. But you can generate your own via this set of RER data. HSP and MVol are, of course, important. What else, in your opinion, should be important? Well, use the QSAR to test your ideas. Then check out the predictions by copying SMILES from HSPiP of some other solvents and compare your predictions to the experimental values in the Solvent Optimizer.

Cellulose Acetate
Cellulose acetate is very commonly used in inkjet printers. Finding the right solvent is therefore very important to get the correct (low) viscosity without risk of precipitation of the polymer. As before, the Mark-Houwink α is used and a good QSAR can be obtained with HSP + MVol + Ovality plus one cross-term. You can then put the SMILES of your favourite green solvents into the prediction grid to find which will be the best match for your current solvent. Clearly you also need the right RER so you can optimise by juggling between the two QSARs

Single Wall Carbon Nanotubes
Using the default .hsq file with HSP, MVol and Ovality and one cross-term the fit to solubility data of CNT is rather good. But what are the HSP of CNT? Click the X button to remove all the fitting parameters, then select MVol and Ovality and, near the last column of the table, the Distance option. Make a guess of the HSP of CNT – say, 19, 2, 2 as they must have lots of δD and relatively small amounts of δP and δH. Try the QSAR and look at the R² value that judges the quality. Now try other guesses for CNT’s HSP and see how much closer you can get to a good fit.

Decomposition of t-Butyl Peroxide
Everyone knows that this is an important radical polymerisation initiator set off by temperature. What is less known is that its decomposition rate is strongly dependent on the solvent. What controls the temperature effect? Just HSP and MVol are enough to give a near-perfect fit. Why is this? The t-BuO radical is obviously highly polar so it needs high δP and δH to stabilise it.

Vitamin C Solubility
The story here is a simple one. The world uses a lot of vitamin C as an antioxidant and needs to make large amounts of it. To purify it from solvent needs understanding of its solubility. To shift to a green solvent you need to make sure that it has at least a reasonable solubility values. The QSAR (again it’s HSP plus MVol plus Ovality and some cross terms) allows you to put your favourite green chemical SMILES into the lower table to see if they can attain the required solubility.

Flash Point
This is rather easy. BPt on its own is quite good, and adding MVol or MWt makes the fit near-perfect. If you have a larger dataset containing halogenated compounds you will find that the fit to BPt is rather bad. You then need to add heat of formation to get a good fit.

HPLC of Organic Acids
This dataset contains the HPLC retention times for a set of organic acids. It is easy to find that the standard HSP + MVol + Ovality gives a good fit. The fit is somewhat better if the Log10 option is selected.

HPLC of Antioxidants
Just to show that the HPLC principle is general, the fit to retention times of some common antioxidants is similar.

Oral Absorption of Drugs
This is a very different story. The QSAR using the standard HSP set is not at all good. But using just δH + MVol + Ovality with 1 cross-term gives a good fit. Clearly absorption in the acidic stomach is dominated by H-bonding terms.

Skin Penetration
A typical activity in the world of delivery of chemicals through the skin is to predict the (log) permeability coefficient, LogKp. This is not as useful as it sounds because we are more interested in Jmax, the maximum flux through the skin which in turn depends on the solubility of the chemical in water. But that’s another story. Assuming you want to predict LogKp then from the same dataset we have 3 .hsq files.

The first uses HSP + MVol + Ovality. The fit isn’t great. The second adds logKow and the fit looks great. The third ignores all the HSP and just uses MVol, LogKow and LogS – and provides a great fit.

The point is that you can find these sorts of things for yourself very easily. For example, by using the Fit to 2 parameters you quickly find the MVol and LogKow correlation. This is the classic Potts and Guy correlation which has proven to be so misleading over the past decades.

Hexane Water Extraction
Many of the chemicals here don’t much like to be in either hexane or water so simple solubility ideas don’t seem to work. Using the Fit to N option a fit with 5 parameters gave some suggestions and by systematically turning the 5 parameters on and off it became clear that just 3 parameters are all that is needed: δH, MVol (or logKow which is mostly the same thing) and, surprisingly, MPt. We don’t know why it is important, but it certainly helps.

Eicosane Solubility
Not many of us are very interested in dissolving fluorocarbons in eicosane, but if you are then this QSAR reveals that HSP + MVol + Ovality do a good job, especially with 1 extra cross-term.

Oleic Acid Solubility
Again the standard set do a good job of fitting.

Paracetamol Solubility
It would be nice to report that HSP do a great job of fitting these logSolubility data. But they don’t. From Fit to 3 parameters the answer is density, LogS and RI. We don’t know why this is the case.

Aspirin Solubility
The aspirin data are non-log so it is important to select the Log10 option for the fit to HSP. Normally MVol is required but these data are mole fraction so you do not need to include MVol. However, Ovality is still very important for a good fit.

Dioxins Toxicity
There is a lot of public anxiety about dioxins, the chlorinated cyclic molecules that can be produced both naturally and in some industrial processes and poor-quality incinerators. The toxicity of individual dioxins varies widely and can be predicted rather well using HSP, MVol and Ovality as you will see in the Dioxins dataset. The Log(TEF) is the log of the Toxic Equivalent Factor where more negative means less toxic.

Diffusion Coefficients in Water
Obviously diffusion coefficient in any solvent is going to depend on shape and size. The data of diffusion coefficients in water confirms this, with MWt (rather than MVol) being representative of size and Ovality representing shape. If you add a cross-term then Ovality² is included and the fit is excellent.

Iontophoretic Drug Delivery through Skin
By applying a voltage across the skin various changes take place which can speed up the delivery of drugs through the skin. The rate of delivery in this TransDermal Delivery System (TDDS) can be modelled effectively via HSP, MVol and Ovality. Contrary to popular belief, the correlation with LogKow is non-existent, even if MVol and Ovality are included.

Activity Coefficient in Ethanol
It is no surprise that the activity coefficient (expressed as the Margules infinite dilute parameter, M12) correlates very will with HSP, MVol and Ovality. It is interesting to try Distance (+ MVol). The fit is OK when the HSP are set to [15, 9, 19], rather close to the official values of [15.8, 8.8, 19.4], though worryingly the fit improves if δD is taken as low as possible!

Polymer Values
As you know, Y-MB can also use Polymer SMILES where X signifies the polymer chain. So polyethylene is XCCX and PMMA is XCC(C(=O)O)(C)X. Many of the calculated values are irrelevant – such as BPt. But many predictions are OK. 

For example, load Polymer-RI.txt, wait some time when you click Data as there are a lot of SMILES to convert, then select the RI parameter and look at the QSAR results. Given the wide range of polymers, some of them rather strange, the predictions aren’t too bad.

The prediction of Oxygen permeability is quite impressive using HSP, MVol and Ovality. Although MVol and Ovality of the monomer units might not strictly make sense, as with so many of these examples, the quality of the fit is significantly improved when they are used. An alternative approach is to use the HSP Distance as the single parameter. Earlier in the eBook it was mentioned that O2 has HSP of [14.7, 0, 0]. If you enter these values and use just the Distance parameter the fit is acceptable. This is a reminder of why PE (Distance rather small) is such a poor O2 barrier, even though it is highly crystalline, while EVOH, which is not a great polymer, is a superb O2 barrier as the Distance is so large.

Rat toxicity data
People spend a lot of time trying to predict toxicity based on QSARs of tox data. There are at least two problems with this. First, the tox action of different chemicals (or chemical classes) might be very different, e.g. one acting on the liver, the other on the brain, so any QSAR is likely to be misleading. The second is that the datasets themselves contain lots of errors. When we first tested and EPA dataset of the LD50 of alcohols and phenols, one molecule, hexadecanol, was far outside the correlation. Checking back on other data it was clear that the value in the EPA dataset was wrong (for whatever reason) and with the correct value from other sources the fit was fine.

Another favourite aspect of tox QSARs is to fit to LogKow. As mentioned elsewhere, LogKow is strongly correlated to MWt or MVol and may not be of great significance in its own right. You can test this out with the alcohol+phenol dataset, using the trick of clicking on the column header to get an instant graph of experimental value versus parameter value. If you try this with LogKow you find a V-shaped profile, with medium-sized molecules being more toxic. If you then click on MWt or MVol you see the same profile.

Once again, HSP + MVol + Ovality do a good job of fitting to the data.

Incidentally, both the EPA and REACH refer to Hiroshi’s Pirika site as a source of LogKow estimated values. You will be pleased to know that the same prediction algorithm is used within HSPiP and the QSAR!

Endocrine Disruptors
The hot topic of endocrine disruptors has created its own class of QSARS. So it was interesting to take a dataset of 110 steroids and look-alikes (including bisphenol-A) and see what happened. The data are Log(RBA) (relative binding affinity) and they show that bisphenol-A is 5 orders of magnitude less potent than DES, and presumably much less potent than many of the steroids in “healthy” foods such as soya and ginseng

We had expected some correlation with HSP values, but in fact there is only one factor which shows any reasonable correlation – that is MVol. This is readily seen using the “click on the column header” trick which plots the raw data versus the single parameter. MVol is clearly the best single determinant. LogKow and logS both show a poor correlation. Using the Fit to N parameter trick does not produce anything significantly better than MVol.

So there are some datasets that clearly defeat our QSAR. In fact, the data are taken from a paper which uses 3D structures to be able to predict with some success.

Exporting to HSPiP
Traditionally, HSP’s Sphere has been fitted to a serious of “good” and “bad” solvents scored as 1’s or 0’s. But HSPiP allows fitting of numeric data to a Sphere, via the Genetic Algorithm (GA) option.

If you want to test your QSAR data against a classic Sphere fit, click the export to HSP Sphere icon. The data automatically open in the main form ready for you to analyse.


